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craft work

Turning a total wreck into a little gem takes more than dedication – 
creative couple Stephen and Miranda needed skill, graft  

and an eye for fine design 

li v ing a r e a
As the majority of the original fireplaces in the house had 

been replaced by generic designs, the one in here was 
stripped out in favour of a woodburner teamed  

with a concrete finish on the chimney breast. 
Get the look The log burner is by the London Stove 

Company for The Architectural Forum. The concrete wall 
and floor are by Kote London. This is the Mags sofa by Hay. 
The vintage Ercol coffee table is from Everything But The 
Dog. Find a similar Berber rug at City Cows. The inherited 

standard lamp is fitted with a shade by Next Home. 

li v ing a r e a deta il
Stephen wanted a brick feature wall as he likes to see the 
‘bones’ of a building. The Welsh dresser was picked up at 
an auction for £100. ‘When we first met, Stephen would 
drag me round furniture fairs and auctions looking for 
pieces,’ says Miranda. ‘I would think, “How do I pretend  

to love it?”, but now it’s rubbed off on me.’ 
Get the look For a contemporary take on a classic  

dresser, try Neptune.  

hoMe Profile
The owners stephen nash, who runs interior design 
studio ALL & nXThInG InTerIors, his wife Miranda 
May, MD of events, travel and lifestyle agency Total 

Management, and their cats Topanga and rye.
The properTy An extended late-Victorian cottage  

in a north London conservation area. The ground floor 
has an open-plan living room and kitchen-diner, plus  

a snug and cloakroom. There are three bedrooms  
and a bathroom on the first floor.
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sn ug
The antithesis of the light and airy living space at the back 

of the house, the snug is somewhere to take it easy. 
Miranda helped soften Stephen’s gothic decorating 

tendencies by choosing to replace his dark-green leather 
Chesterfield with this more upbeat velvet sofa. 

Get the look The sofa is by Roger Lewis for The Conran 
Shop. The table is an eBay find, as is the lamp. The walls are 

painted in Livid absolute matt emulsion by Little Greene.

H a llway
An original fitting from Criterion Auctioneers in Islington, the 

pinboard is now used to display prints and collectibles. 
Get the look The walls are painted in Squid Ink pure flat 
emulsion by Paint & Paper Library. This is the Inciucio 

pendant by Gibas at Clippings.

we first picked up the keys, we brought some family round for a look 
and it was like, “What on earth have you done? You spent how much on 
this place?”,’ recalls a laughing Miranda May. ‘Being out-of-towners, they 
thought they’d be seeing a mansion, but instead, it was this dark, dingy 
dump.’ Miranda’s husband, Stephen Nash, admits their north London 
home did ‘have the feel of a film noir’, but he knew what it could become.

One aspect that attracted the couple to the three-bedroom Victorian 
cottage was the fact it wasn’t overlooked at the rear, offering instead open 
views of nearby gardens. That was, however, subject to removing the tons 
of rubble and overgrown weeds that cluttered the grounds. The interior 
also had to be stripped back in order to make a few of the rooms habitable 
while Stephen and Miranda decided on exactly what layout changes they 
wanted to make. 

‘Although it was gruesome living here for the six months it  
took to finalise the planning, it meant we could really imagine how we 
wanted to live in the house,’ says Miranda. For Stephen, who has worked in 

and around property since the age 
of 16 and now runs his own interior 
design studio, structure always 
comes first. ‘The minute we knew 
we were going to buy this place, I 
started thinking about how I could 
work with its existing structure. 
For me, the bones of a house are 
the most important thing.’

Compromise was key, though. 
‘Miranda was adamant about 
keeping the three bedrooms, not 
only for the option of reselling,  
but – touch wood – for if and when  
a little one arrives,’ says Stephen. 
‘Our only question mark was 
about shaving off a section of a 
bedroom to create the bathroom.’ 
When the pair moved in, the 
old tub had been housed in a 
scullery-cum-coal shed next to  
the kitchen and as they live in a 
conservation area, converting the 
loft was not an option. ‘We thought 
the new bathroom might be truly 
awful, but now it’s everyone’s 
favourite space,’ says Stephen.

Equally impressive is how they 
reworked the rear of the house. An 
extension enabled Stephen and 
Miranda to create an open-plan 
living space centred around a 
massive, showcase kitchen island. 
‘It houses the dishwasher, washing 
machine and dryer, so it became 
larger than originally envisaged. 
We also made the cupboards a bit 
deeper for extra storage,’ explains 
Stephen. ‘We really went into fine 
detail when planning it – we must 
have tweaked it about four or five 
times, but because the extension 
took three months to build, we had  
plenty of time to get it right. When 
it’s your own house you’re working 
on, you do a lot less on paper and 

make more decisions “on the fly’’. But that’s definitely not 
something you can do with clients.’ 

Just as time-consuming was f itting the island’s 
reclaimed parquet worktop – an addition that is as elegant 
as it is eye-catching. ‘We spent hours scrapping the bitumen  
off,’ recalls Miranda. ‘It then took a day and a half putting 
the pieces together and another half day sanding and 
oiling it.’ Stephen nods, then adds, ‘When it was finished, 
our builder Grego asked, “What are we going to wrap 
the sides with?”, and we said, “Nothing – we want to see 
every single joint!”’ A singular vision realised, then, just 
like these clever renovators have achieved throughout  
their stylishly revamped home.
For more info about Stephen’s interior design studio, visit 
allandnxthing.com; and to see Miranda’s events company’s 
portfolio, check out total-management.com
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K itcHen
The standout island worktop was crafted from reclaimed 
parquet flooring, while two structural beams became the 
perfect spots to hang lighting and a quirky display shelf.  
Get the look The bespoke kitchen was built by Gregos 

Builders and is painted in Farrow & Ball’s Black Blue estate 
eggshell. The pendant lamps are vintage German Bakelite 
found at Sunbury Antiques Market. This is the Grottesco 

tap from Stockholm-based company Tapwell.

‘the front of the 
house is more 

traditional, in keeping 
with its age, while  

the back of the house 
is an ode to  
the modern’

din ing a r e a
Neutral walls are the perfect backdrop for a mix of 

inherited and vintage finds and Seventies-style 
houseplants. The artwork above the sideboard is actually 

a tea towel.
Get the look The vintage Ercol table and chairs are from 

Everything But The Dog. The G Plan sideboard was 
inherited from Stephen’s grandmother – find something 

similar at The Old Cinema. The framed tea towel is a 
Keaton Henson design. The industrial wall light was 
imported from Croatia – try Trainspotters for similar 

vintage industrial light fittings.

M a in bedrooM
‘I bought the bed when I was still single, but luckily, 

Miranda really likes it too,’ says Stephen. ‘Our mutual taste 
in design has grown alongside our relationship. We 
started off with white walls everywhere, but have 

gradually been introducing more interesting shades.’ 
Get the look The doors and corridor are painted in Dulux’s 

Brilliant White emulsion and Setting Plaster estate 
emulsion by Farrow & Ball. The bedroom walls are painted 
in Paint & Paper Library’s Cotton V pure flat emulsion. The 
French style bed is from And So To Bed. The bedside table 
is vintage G Plan. The sideboard is from Etsy. The abstract 

artwork is by Jeanie Sondheimer.
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M a in bedrooM
Stephen designed the built-in wardrobes,  

complete with dressing table area. 
Get the look The wardrobes and dressing table area  

are painted in Paint & Paper Library’s Cotton V  
architects eggshell. The stool is from Ikea. 

batHrooM
The unpolished concrete feature wall echoes the one 

downstairs. Polished brassware adds a bit of zing.  
Get the look The bateau bath is from Victoriaplumbing.co.
uk. The brassware is by Studio Ore. The cast-concrete basin 

is by White Wolf. The honed Carrara floor tiles are from 
Mandarin Stone. The towel rail is from Plank & Pipe.

hoMe TruThS 
party animals or creature comforts? Stephen: Creature 

comforts. Miranda: Oh God, yeah! 
Travel – long haul or city escape? Stephen: We love both. 
Our next travel plan is our (delayed) honeymoon, but we 

were in Amsterdam recently looking for a couple of 
armchairs for the house. 

Must-see art exhibitions? Miranda: We’ve got Tate 
memberships, so we went to see Modigliani the other 
week. Stephen: Wherever we go, we tend to check out 

design museums.
Books you’ve read again and again… Stephen: I must 

have read Fight Club seven times. 
Lazy like sunday morning or gym first thing? Miranda: 

We’re more ‘Let’s get up and go out’.
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